Physician health and wellness is a critical issue gaining national attention because of the high prevalence of physician burnout. Pediatricians and pediatric trainees experience burnout at levels equivalent to other medical specialties, highlighting a need for more effective efforts to promote health and well-being in the pediatric community. This report will provide an overview of physician burnout, an update on work in the field of preventive physician health and wellness, and a discussion of emerging initiatives that have potential to promote health at all levels of pediatric training.

Pediatricians are uniquely positioned to lead this movement nationally, in part because of the emphasis placed on wellness in the Pediatric Milestone Project, a joint collaboration between the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education and the American Board of Pediatrics. Updated core competencies calling for a balanced approach to health, including focus on nutrition, exercise, mindfulness, and effective stress management, signal a paradigm shift and send the message that it is time for pediatricians to cultivate a culture of wellness better aligned with their responsibilities as role models and congruent with advances in pediatric training.

Rather than reviewing programs in place to address substance abuse and other serious conditions in distressed physicians, this article focuses on forward progress in the field, with an emphasis on the need for prevention and anticipation of predictable stressors related to burnout in medical training and practice. Examples of positive progress and several programs designed to promote physician health and wellness are reviewed. Areas where more research is needed are highlighted. Pediatrics 2014;134:830–835
physicians, this report focuses on forward progress in the field, with an emphasis on the need for prevention and anticipation of predictable stressors related to burnout in medical training and practice. Although specific recommendations are beyond the parameters of this report, examples of positive progress and national programs to promote physician health and wellness will be reviewed.

BURNOUT: THE ANTITHESIS OF WELLNESS

Physician burnout is commonly assessed using the Maslach Burnout Inventory, which uses 3 general scales to measure characteristics of burnout. These include emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and sense of personal accomplishment.10,11 Burnout is higher in physicians than in the general population and peaks during training12 as well as mid-career:13 Prevalence of burnout in pediatrics mirrors rates in other medical specialties (30%–50%),14,15 with higher rates documented in specialties such as hematology–oncology, neonatal and intensive care, and pediatric surgery.16–18 In a periodic survey of American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) members (n = 1616; response, 63%), 22% of surveyed physicians agreed they were currently experiencing burnout, and 45% agreed they had experienced burnout in the past.20 Burnout has also been documented in pediatric trainees. A longitudinal prospective study of pediatric residents at Stanford University Lucille Packard Children’s Hospital showed a significant increase in all burnout characteristics (emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and sense of personal accomplishment) by February of their internship year; reaching prevalences of 24% to 46% (depending on burnout criteria used). High burnout rates persisted throughout residency training.21 Multiple studies have documented high levels of burnout in medical and premedical students.22–25 Drivers of physician burnout are multifactorial and have been widely reported in the literature, and include an expectation of unrealistic endurance, time pressure, excessive work hours, threat of malpractice suits, difficult patients, coping with death, unprocessed grief, sleep deprivation, and unsupportive work environments. Professional demands coupled with personal stressors, such as financial worries, limited free time, isolation, uncertainty, a culture of silence, and a lack of effective stress management skills, further compound burnout risk.26 Even reduction in resident duty hours, instituted by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) in 2003 in the United States, has had the unintended consequence of increased attending physician workload and decreased teaching time while increasing burnout and job dissatisfaction.27 Ironically, many of the character traits valued in pediatricians, such as compassion, altruism, and perfectionism, also predispose to burnout when clinicians are pushed to mental or physical extremes. Although the warning signs and symptoms may be subtle, burnout is often accompanied by anxiety or depression. Suicidal ideation and, tragically, completed suicide are not uncommon. It is a sobering fact that an estimated 300 to 400 physicians in the United States commit suicide annually. Women physicians are at highest risk, with an estimated relative risk ratio of 2.7 for suicide in relation to the general female population;28–30 cause for heightened awareness in pediatrics, a field in which women now make up the majority of trainees.31

STIGMA AND SANCTIONS

Recognition of burnout in one’s colleagues or in oneself raises challenging questions, especially in light of the relative lack of available resources and the lingering stigma of disciplinary sanctions. In fact, it was only after a 1973 “landmark” policy paper in the Journal of the American Medical Association linking addictive behavior and other mental health issues in physicians with the term “sick” rather than “disciplinary problems” that The Federation for State Physician Health Programs was developed. The Journal of the American Medical Association article offered a rare public glimpse into the closed medical community and acted as a powerful catalyst for change. By 1980, 51 of the 54 medical societies of all states and jurisdictions had authorized or implemented impaired physician programs, mandated to identify, treat, and rehabilitate physicians struggling with burnout-related drug and alcohol addiction.32 Although these programs have benefited many physicians, a culture of stoicism still permeates the practice of medicine, slowing progress in the push for a more open dialogue about physician health and wellness.

REducing burnout: A shift to prevention

Recognized steps to reduce physician burnout include: providing physicians and trainees a greater sense of control, absence of role conflict, a sense of fair treatment, positive social support, appropriate financial, institutional, and social rewards, and proper alignment between the values of an individual and his or her workplace.10 The need for systems-based, rather than individual efforts, to reduce burnout is reflected in 2 important initiatives. The first is the 2009 Joint Commission published “…implement a process to identify and manage matters of individual health for licensed independent practitioners which is separate from actions taken for disciplinary purposes.”34 The second, specific to the field of pediatrics, is the Pediatric Milestone Project, a major collaborative effort between the ACGME and the American Board of Pediatrics tasked with updating core competencies.

FROM THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS
in pediatric training. Language in the newly developed Personal and Professional Development competencies speaks directly to cultivation of skills that address burnout prevention and finally shift the perspective toward preventive wellness. For example, the Personal and Professional Development competency identifies a need for regular physical activity, healthy nutrition, and supportive social connections as well as development of skills in stress management, self-awareness, and the ability to engage in help-seeking behaviors to maintain health and well-being. Cultivation of empathy, humanism, and compassion are identified in the new Professionalism competency.35,36

The challenge will be in implementation and measurement of these new competencies, which will require the full engagement of pediatric mentors who place a high value on physician well-being and recognize the importance of preventing burnout at all stages of pediatric training and practice.

PHYSICIAN HEALTH AND WELLNESS IN THE AAP

The mission of the Special Interest Group on Physician Health and Wellness is to raise awareness throughout every level of the AAP and to develop educational programming and resources on physician health and wellness that are accessible to all members. Stewardship of the Special Interest Group transitioned to the Section on Integrative Medicine in 2011. In part, this occurred because a primary educational focus of the Section on Integrative Medicine is preventive health, including core topics such as nutrition, physical activity, healthy sleep, stress management, and self-regulation skills, which provide a useful blueprint for preventive physician health.

THE COMPONENTS OF WELLNESS

Hundreds of studies have confirmed the high prevalence of burnout, yet relatively few have examined or quantified the characteristics of physician wellness. Some studies have demonstrated that issues such as work-life balance, social and family support, adequate rest, and regular physical activity correlate with career satisfaction, improved sense of well-being, increased empathy, and decreased burnout.37,38 As opposed to physicians who neglect their health,39 physicians with healthy lifestyle habits have been perceived as more credible and motivating to their patients and the residents under their supervision.40–42

It has been shown that wellness behaviors in physicians are additive; therefore, individuals should be encouraged to adopt a variety of approaches to best suit their individual needs.43

Comparison of 2 AAP periodic surveys (Periodic Survey No. 54 in 2003 and Survey No. 81 in 2012) examined work hours, presence of minor children at home, perceived stress of balancing work/home responsibilities, and satisfaction with amount of time available to spend in several personal activities. In 2012 pediatricians reported less stress balancing home and work than in 2003. This reduction in perceived stress was correlated with reduced work hours and not having minor children at home. In 2012, pediatricians reported higher satisfaction with time to spend with spouse/partner; friends, hobbies, community activities, and spiritual needs.44,45

EXAMPLES OF PROGRESS: CREATING A NATIONAL CULTURE OF PHYSICIAN WELLNESS

Although some programs have been established after tragic losses of colleagues, such as the comprehensive Suicide Prevention and Depression Awareness Program at the University of California, San Diego School of Medicine,46 other residency programs and medical schools in the United States have taken the opportunity to proactively institute comprehensive wellness programs. Support from administrative faculty leaders has been identified as integral to most of these programs. Some characteristics of these programs include creation of a wellness mission statement for the organization; identification of key components for developing and maintaining wellness; measuring and tracking burnout in residents and faculty; creation of a lecture series on wellness topics; resident support groups early education about stress management; cultivation of resilience; development of a confidential fast-track referral source for mental health services; annual resident retreats focused on health and wellness; raising awareness of the correlation between resident wellness and faculty wellness; online curriculum on self-care and wellness; and selection of primary care physicians unrelated to the training program available to residents for ongoing health care. Example programs include:

- Learner Advocacy and Wellness at the University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada46
- Physician Well-Being Program, William Beaumont Hospitals, Troy Family Medicine Residency Program, Detroit, Michigan47
- Vanderbilt Wellness Program, Vanderbilt School of Medicine, Nashville, Tennessee47
- Resiliency and Wellness Education Program, University of California, San Diego Department of Emergency Medicine48
- Integrative Medicine in Residency Program, University of Arizona49 and the Pediatric Integrative Medicine in Residency Program, University of Arizona

Collectively, these programs demonstrate the power of developing an organized plan to promote wellness in their physician communities and highlight the importance of institutional efforts to alter the status quo.
NEW FRONTIERS OF WELLNESS: MINDFULNESS IN MEDICINE

Recognition of the detrimental health effects of chronic stress has catalyzed the search for better approaches to stress reduction in physicians. Although numerous lifestyle approaches are under consideration, research on the use of mindfulness in the medical setting currently has substantial supporting evidence. This can be traced back to the early work of Jon Kabat-Zinn, PhD, who has described mindfulness as "conscious, moment-to-moment awareness, cultivated by systematically paying attention on purpose in a particular way." Mindfulness as a self-regulation tool aligns with the new ACGME core competencies and has been used by physicians in various formats. Some examples include mindful communication programs that involve meditation, self-awareness exercises, processing of clinical experiences, and appreciative interviews. Reduction in burnout measures, such as depersonalization and emotional exhaustion, and improvements in mindfulness, empathy, and feeling of personal accomplishment were observed. Use of mindfulness has also resulted in significant improvement in burnout scores and mental well-being when offered on a recurring basis as a continuing medical education course, or as online modules for residents and faculty. The effect of education in mindful communication has been examined in physicians in a structured training program, which produced 4 main themes of feedback from participants: (1) participants felt a decrease in sense of personal isolation; (2) mindfulness training helped physicians listen more deeply and attend to the patient’s concerns more effectively; (3) adaptive reserve was increased; and (4) participants experienced a feeling of greater self-awareness that proved, in many cases, to be transformative. Mindfulness may also support more thoughtful decision-making and can enhance empathic communication. Precedent in the use of mindfulness exists in law and business, where it is used to reduce reactivity in stressful situations. The use of mindfulness and guided imagery is also gaining acceptance in the military to reduce stress and enhance performance. One of the few available randomized controlled clinical trials in physician burnout intervention demonstrated substantial decrease of rates of depersonalization, emotional exhaustion, and overall burnout in the treatment group and resulted in improved sense of meaning and engagement in work in practicing internal medicine physicians who attended 9 months of biweekly facilitated discussion groups that incorporated elements of mindfulness, reflection, shared experience, and small group learning. More research is needed to identify programs that will best serve the needs of pediatricians at various stages of training and practice.

CONCLUSIONS

Physician health and wellness is a complex topic, relevant to pediatricians at all stages of training. Advances in our understanding of the harmful effects of chronic stress and consequent shifts in ACGME core competencies prioritizing pediatric resident wellness create a need for programs that will help practicing pediatricians not only keep pace but also become leaders and role models in shaping a healthier culture of pediatric practice. A primary purpose of this clinical report is to shift the focus from burnout treatment to preventive physician health and wellness and identify factors that will increase career satisfaction and longevity, including promotion of a balanced lifestyle that includes physical activity, healthy nutrition, restorative sleep, supportive relationships, and effective stress management skills. The Section on Integrative Medicine hopes this clinical report serves as a catalyst for more open discussion of physician health and wellness within the AAP and will lead to the development of meaningful programs with the potential to benefit all AAP members.
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